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Outline

• Introduction	to	the	problem	and	general	approach

• Experimental	activities

• Computational	activities



Overarching	objectives

• Use	laser	diagnostics	to:

–Develop	canonical	systems	for	RDE	investigation

–Understand	the	physics	of	RDE	in	lab- and	full-scale	configurations

– Provide	data	for	validation

• Use	high-fidelity	simulations	to:

–Understand	basic	detonation	physics

– Simulate	full	scale	RDEs



From:
(top)	Nordeen et	al.,	AIAA	2011-0803
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Understanding the operation of a RDE requires a basic thermodynamic model. The requirements for this model 
are driven by its suitability as an initial analysis tool of a RDE in much the same way that a Brayton cycle model is 
used for preliminary analysis of gas turbines. The model must be one-dimensional and independent of flow 
geometry. There must be means to account for the first order effects of thermodynamic states and an accounting of 
loss mechanisms. An assessment of efficiency and performance must be made with a reasonable degree of fidelity. 
Common thermodynamic equations of state should be used and the chemistry of combustion should be manifest 
only as heat added and appropriate gas constants. Above all, the model must be understandable at a fundamental 
level. 

A thermodynamic assessment is made of a rotating detonation wave engine for the purpose of creating a 
parametric model. This model is based on a ZND (Zeldovitch-von Neumann-Doring)6 analysis modified by the use 
of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the application of a vector analysis of the upstream conditions. This model is 
compared to the thermodynamic cycle based on data from a computational simulation of an RDE. 

With some adjustments, the modified ZND model approximates many features of the computational model. 
Further refinements should improve the predictability of the model. This model provides a reasoned thermodynamic 
basis for theoretical understanding, design and testing of RDE’s. 

II. Numerical Simulation  
The simulation method is documented in a separate paper by Schwer and Kailasanath7 and will not be discussed 

in detail. In summary, a premixture of hydrogen-air is injected through micro-nozzles along the inlet wall. The 
model is a two-dimensional Euler computation without heat or viscous diffusion. The chemistry of combustion is an 
induction parameter model. 

The modeled chamber is 14 cm in diameter by 17.7 cm long and is modeled on a 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm grid. The 
heat added is 3.5500e10 erg/gm. The molecular weight of the reactants is 20.9167. Specific heats were extracted 
from the simulation are 1.4256 for the reactants and 1.2412 for the products. The gas constants are 3.975e6 
erg/gm/K for reactants and 3.477e6 erg/gm/K for products. 

 

III. RDE General Features 
A proper model of the thermodynamic cycle requires an understanding of the transfer of energy in an RDE. 

There are many processes involved, and only the most significant will be discussed. The wave will be conceptually 
treated as a shock wave with heat addition, as in the traditional ZND analysis. The transfer of energy through the 
wave can be followed through a series of vector diagrams along streamlines of relative flow in the rotating frame of 
reference, and the corresponding path lines in the fixed frame of reference. These same streamlines form the basis 
for an enthalpy-entropy cycle analysis. For a number of reasons, the streamlines exhibit distinct thermodynamic 
cycles. However, the streamline cycles are not so different as to exclude a generalized RDE cycle that will be the 
basis of the one-dimensional model. Before the streamlines are discussed, a description of the basic features of the 
RDE will create a useful vocabulary. Investigators including Hishida8 have explored many of these features. 
 

 
Figure 2. Unrolled RDE contour of stagnation enthalpy and major features. 
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• Detonation	non-idealities
– Incomplete	fuel/air	mixing

– Fuel/air	charge	stratification

– Mixture	leakage	(incomplete	heat	release)

– Parasitic	combustion:
• Premature	ignition	(e.g.,	burnt/unburnt interface)

• Stabilization	of	deflagration	(flame)

– Detonation-induced	flow	instabilities
• Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M)	instability

• Kelvin-Helmholtz	(K-H)	instability

• They	lead	to	loss	in	pressure	gain
– Linked	to	loss	of	detonation	propagation

• Additional	losses	exist	during	flow	expansion
– Secondary	shock	and	(multiple)	oblique	shock	

– Flow	instabilities	(e.g.,	K-H	instability)

– Mixture	leakage	through	burn/unburnt interface

Fuel 

Oxidizer 

Gap 

Overarching	goal:	

investigate	non-idealities	and	their	link	to	loss	of	pressure	gain



Objectives	and	tasks	
A Joint Experimental/Computational Study of Non-
idealities in Practical Rotating Detonation Engines 

Objective 1 
Develop canonical RDE flowfield for 

laser-diagnostic study of non-idealities 
in RDE 

 

Task 2.2 
Investigate the structure of the 

detonation wave under non-uniformly 
mixed, turbulent mixtures 

Task 2.1 
Investigate degree of unmixedness 
due to injection and how it affects 
shock propagation and leakage 

Objective 2 
Understand the physics of non-
idealities in RDEs and how they 

impact performance and operability 

Task 3.2 
Investigate how fuel reactivity in non-

uniform mixtures affect RDE 
performance and operability 

Task 3.1 
Investigate and determine how non-

idealities affect RDE performance and 
operability 

Objective 3 
Develop DNS/LES combustion 

models for prediction of detonation 
wave propagation 

Task 4.3 
Conduct LES analysis of RDEs to 

understand the effect of non-idealities 
on performance and operability 

Task 4.3 
Develop LES models for turbulence 
generation and combustion in the 

presence of detonation waves 

Task 4.2 
Conduct DNS of configurations 
replicating the linearized RDE 

analogue 
 

Task 4.1 
Develop DNS capability for turbulent 

detonation of fuel/air mixtures 
 

Experimental	tools Computational tools

RDE	physics

• Non-idealities
• Performance
• Operability

✓

✓
✓

Ongoing
Completed

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



Our	approach:	a	multi-level	physics	study	

Practical	RDE

Unit-physics	decomposition

Injection	&	
mixing

Turbulence	&	
detonations

Detailed	
modeling

Diagnostics

• Multiple	injection	
mixing

• Shock-induced	mixing

• DNS/LES	modeling

• Experiments

• Laser-based	imaging

• Mixing	measurement

• Detonation	structure
• Temperature	and	
species	imaging

• Linear	analogue
• Detonations	in	
stratified	mixtures

• DNS/LES	modeling

• Experiments

• Variable	mixture	
ignition	model

• Homogeneous	
reactor	model	with	
tabulated	ignition	
times

• Non-equilibrium



Today	we	will	discuss

• Experimental	component:

–Update	on	experimental	development

–Overview	of	round	RDE	work

–What	we	have	learnt	so	far	on	round	RDE

– Some	thoughts

• Computational	component:

– Effect	of	injector	mixing	on	detonation	propagation

–Detonation	/	plenum	interactions

– Full-system	simulations



Outline

• Introduction	to	the	problem	and	general	approach

• Experimental	activities

• Computational	activities



Planned	experimental	multi-level	approach
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sensitive to the size, quantity and positioning of the fuel and air feed holes. Placement of the fuel and air holes affect 
mixing, and it is hypothesized that incomplete mixing inhibits the rotating detonation. Mixing of the fuel and 
oxidizer prior to introducing it into the detonation channel provides an ideally mixed system. With a premixed fuel 
stream, basic research on the effects of mixing may be carried out.3 However, a system that provides pre-mixed fuel 
and oxidizer into the detonation chamber may also allow the high pressure detonation to feed back into the mixing 
plenum. Fire in the plenum will prematurely terminate the test and result in a destructive flashback.4 This research 
explored feed system geometries for preventing the upstream detonation.  
 
Focused pressure waves passed from the detonation channel into the mixing plenum provide another avenue for a 
destructive flashback. Previous detonation experiments5,6 showed that detonation waves tend to propagate as 
roughly planar waves that diffract at sharp external corners. Within the diffracted portion of the detonation wave, the 
combustion decouples from the pressure wave and transitions to deflagration. When physical geometries such as 
internal corners focus pressure waves, detonation may re-ignite. Computational fluid dynamics simulations7,8 
consistently predict that detonations generate overpressure waves that flow into feed plenums, where internal 
corners tend to focus them and allow re-ignition. Previous research9 has also shown that attempting to prevent 
plenum feedback by increasing feed plenum surface area relative to flow volumes reduces the chain branching 
reactions that drive detonations. To better understand the flow phenomena of a bottom pressure fed RDE engine, this 
research included experiments with geometries that implement both favorable surface area (quenching diameter) and 
geometries intended to inhibit overpressure propagation. The experiment examined whether the feed nozzles 
quenched the chemical reaction, limited the overpressure waves, and avoided re-ignition. 

II. Experimental Setup 
A pair of pre-detonator initiators enabled two sequential detonations to pass through the detonation channel during 
operation. The first wave, as shown in Fig. 1, was intended to prepare the detonation channel by consuming the 
unburned reactants in the chamber. The continuous flow of premixed fuel and air from the mixing chamber created a 
binary zone of combustion products and unburned reactants in the detonation channel. The second detonation was 
timed to follow the first and detonated into the lower zone containing only unburned reactants. 
 
A linear detonation test section was constructed that closely approximated a small arc of an axial-azimuthal feed 
system in an RDE (Fig. 1) while enabling schlieren videography. The device consisted of polycarbonate walls, steel 
end plates, a pair of pre-detonators, and a bank of supersonic feed nozzles that separated the mixing plenum from the 
detonation chamber. The detonation chamber had a channel width of 3.81 mm (0.15 inch), approximating the 
annulus width of an RDE. The bottom feed plenum was optically accessible and pressure instrumented.  
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the linear test section showing fluid streams and ideal detonation mechanics.  
 

2nd Detonation wave

Feed Nozzles 
Mixing Chamber

Initiator 1
Initiator 2

Static Pressure Port

1st Detonation 
wave

60.96 cm (24.00 in)

14.6 cm (5.75 in)

1.27 cm (0.50 in)

8.26 cm (3.25 in)

Fuel
Air

Mixing Grooves

Reactants

Products Reactants

Detonation Channel
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RDE	full	system:

• Link	between	mixing	and	performance
•Design	from	ISSI/AFRL

Linearized	analogue:

•Detonation	structure
•Detonation/turbulence	interaction
•Detonation	in	stratified	mixtures
•Design	from	ISSI/AFRL

Single	or	multiple	injectors:

•Mixing	studies
• Shock-induced	mixing
•Our	starting	point

H
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Experimental	program	in	practice

• Injector	sector	subassembly

– Sector	of	RDE	injector	for	shock-induced	mixing
and	mixing	effectiveness	measurements

•Reduced-scale	RDE	(6”	RDE	platform)

– Operational	with	H2/Air,	various	flow	rates	and	equivalence	ratios

– Being	expanded	continuously
• E.g.,	additional	instrumentation	added	continuously

• Optical	RDE	(Race-Track	RDE)

– Fabrication	being	completed	soon	(mid-November)

– Equivalent	to	12”	round	RDE

– Used	for	flowfield measurements	under	RDE	relevant	conditions

Scope	is	the	same,	methods	and	hardware	have	improved
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Figure 3. Close-up of temperature (top) and pressure (bottom) for the detonation wave. Same conditions as in
Figure 2.

III. RDE Model

The current focus of numerical work is on the flow-field within an RDE combustion chamber. We
examine an annular combustion chamber, with an inner and outer diameter of 13 and 15 cm, resulting in
a mean azimuthal length of l = 43.98cm. The axial length of the combustion chamber, L, is set at 17.7
cm. Premixed hydrogen-air is injected into the combustion chamber axially at the head-end section
through very small micro-nozzles. In the simulations, these micro-nozzles are assumed to be infinitely
small, with the ratio of throat area to total head-end area set to At/Aw = 0.2. The inlet is either simu-
lated as a boundary or as a source in the conservation equations. Because of the large radius to thickness
ratio (rm/δ = 7), we unroll this domain and do two-dimensional computations. For these simulations, the
azimuthal direction is x, and the axial direction is y. Preliminary three-dimensional simulations com-
puted suggest that the two-dimensional approximation is adequate for these parameters.

The conservation equations to be solved are the standard Euler equations, with an additional conserva-
tion equation for reactant, ρ

R
, and a chemical source term ẇ ,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρv=0 (1)

∂ρv

∂t
+∇ · ρvv=−∇p (2)

∂E

∂t
+∇ · (E+ p)v= ẇ∆H (3)

∂ρ
R

∂t
+∇ · ρ

R
v=− ẇ (4)

where the solution variables are density, ρ, velocity, v, total energy, E, and reactant density, ρ
R
. Pres-

sure is calculated through an equation of state. For the two mixture model, reactant density is convected,
and the product density is obtained via ρ

P
= ρ − ρ

R
. The two components have their own value for the

specific heat ratio γ and gas constant R. The mixture specific heat ratio and gas constant are computed

46th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference Topic: High Speed Air-Breathing Propulsion
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Shock-induced	mixing:	detonation/shock	analogy
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From:	Schwer D. A.	and	Kailasanath K.,	AIAA	2010-6880

Temperature

Pressure

UnburntBurnt

Detonation Shock	analogy	

• Important	parameters
–Wave	speed	D (Mach	number)

– Jet-to-ambient	(induced	flow)	density	and	velocity	ratios

– Injection	pressure	and	configuration

u2
uj

ρ2
ρ j

&



Interaction	of	shock	wave	with	turbulent	jet

j"

1!2!
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Pure jet fluid

Pure ambient fluid
10d

20
d

H2

shock

D
N2

LIF signal 
S ~ f(c, p, T)

I IIIII

I IIIII

From the past…



Working	toward	a	theoretical	model	of	shock-

propagation	through	a	stratified	gas

where

Based on method of characteristics for multi-isentropic, variable-properties flows: 



Example:	propagation	of	shock	wave	across	a	heavy	jet
DME jet into Nitrogen
Mach 2 incident shock

Shock

Compression 
followed by 
expansion wave

Jet column moves 
to the right

Induced flow 
slows down



Added	a	benchtop	injector	sector	(photograph	of	pintle)

• Sector	of	6”	round	RDE	geometry
– Same	injector

– 1/8th diameter	equivalent	of	round	RDE

– Optical	access	for	laser	diagnostics

• Used	in	support	of”
– Mixing	measurements

– Injector	flowfield evaluation

Air port

Air plenum

Discrete 
injector
portholes 

Side window for 
lateral laser sheet 
entrance

Front window for 
imaging

Laser Mixing region

Region of interest

Air



Schlieren imaging	to	identify	flow	structure	(non-reacting	mixing)

Air

He

He jet Air stream 
separation

Recirculation

Time

Radial 
stratification



Experimental	program	in	practice

• Injector	sector	subassembly

– Sector	of	RDE	injector	for	shock-induced	mixing	and	mixing
effectiveness	measurements

• Reduced-scale	RDE	(6”	RDE	platform)

– Operational	with	H2/Air,	various	flow	rates	and	equivalence	ratios

– Will	be	expanded	to	include:
• MCFs	capability

• Additional	instrumentation	to	investigate	RDE	dynamics

• Optical	RDE	(Race-Track	RDE)

– Fabrication	being	completed	soon	(mid-november)

– Equivalent	to	12”	round	RDE

– Used	for	flowfield measurements	under	RDE	relevant	conditions

Scope	is	the	same,	methods	and	hardware	have	improved
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A	flexible	round	RDE	at	U-M

“Afterburner”

To exhaust

Air plenum

Fuel injector

• Modular configuration

• Multiple injection schemes

• AFRL design (radial injection)

• Semi-impinging jets (ONERA1)

• Pintle injector (NRL2)

[1]	Gaillard	et	al.,	Acta Astronautica,	111:334-344	2015
[2]	Schwer &	Kalaisanath,	2015	AIAA	Scitech,	AIAA-2015-3782



different configurations are important so that it can be
assumed that in real conditions, the global conclusions of
the present work will remain valid. In [14], Wolanski indi-
cates that the calculation of the mixture formation without
chemical reaction can be a useful first step to evaluate the
efficiency of an injection device for combustors working in
the RD mode. In a possible experimental study of a CDWRE
combustor, it should be important to investigate the pro-
pellant mixing in order to qualify the injector before a
fire test.

2. Design of the CDWRE injector

Assuming that the area occupied by an injection element
is small with respect to the entire injector, the chamber
curvature is not considered so that the injector wall element
has a rectangular form and the corresponding domain for the
mixing flow simulation is a parallelepiped with addition of
the H2 and O2 feeding pipes, as presented in Fig. 2.

It is now crucial to define the key parameters of the
mixing domain: sizes, locations of the injection holes on
the injector wall, lengths of the feeding pipes. For the
mixing domain we define:

! a the length along the x-axis (see Fig. 2 for the axis
definition);

! b the length along the z-axis;
! L the length along the y-axis;
! A%inj the relative injection area.

As the feeding pipes can be tilted, the pipe outlet is
generally an ellipse, whose major and minor axes are D and d
respectively as shown in Fig. 3. For a feeding pipe we have:

! d the diameter or minor axis of the outlet;
! D the major axis of the outlet;
! ℓ the length between the inlet and outlet sections;
! α the angle of the pipe axis with respect to the y-axis.

For each injected gas, a particular parameter set can be
chosen.

The net injection area Ainj and the relative injection
area A%inj are expressed by the following formulas:

Ainj ¼ π
d2O2

þd2H2

4
ð1Þ

A%inj ¼
Ainj

ab
ð2Þ

To define the injection hole diameters, it is assumed that
the mixture is stoichiometric so the Equivalence Ratio (ER)
is 1. The propellants are injected at the same total condi-
tions to obtain a subsonic flow at the outlets with a
prescribed Mach number. The injected momentum flux

ρV2
! "

inj
is kept identical for both jets. The present study

has been done for three different configurations whose
layouts are presented in Fig. 4. The geometrical parameters
of the feeding pipes are the same, only the relative positions
of the outlets vary. These configurations are identified as
follows:

(a) the “sheared injection” is designed to create a shear
flow between the jets of different propellants. The axes
of the two pipes lie in parallel planes;

(b) the “impinging jets” configuration has the axes of the
two pipes in the same plane;

(c) the “semi-impinging jets” configuration uses both mixing
principles so that the jets are partly impinging and partly
sheared.

The geometrical concepts of two injection elements in
the injector wall plane are presented in Fig. 5. For the shea-
red injection configuration (Fig. 5a), the centres of injection
holes are aligned on the z-axis; the holes are separated by a
distance δ required for drilling. For the semi-impinging jetsFig. 3. Zoom on the modelled injection element.

Fig. 4. Layouts of the studied injection elements: (a) sheared injection; (b) impinging jets; (c) semi-impinging jets.

T. Gaillard et al. / Acta Astronautica 111 (2015) 334–344336

Injection	schemes	considered	so	far

Semi-impinging (ONERA)
(good mixer)

Pintle injector (NRL)
(not a very good performer)

Radial injection (AFRL)
(shown to work)

From	Gaillard	et	al.,	Acta
Astronautica,	111:334-344	
2015

Fuel

Ox



When	first	assembled



Some	changes	from	last	time:	additional	instrumentation

Instrumentation (16-channel CTAP)

Modified RDE

Window mount for round RDE



What	I	said	last	year:	How	it	will	look	like	after	integration	is	completed
Gas sampling (exhaust 
emission measurements)

Optical access
Dump exhaust

RDE

To exhaust
Supply and 

control



How	it	actually	looks	today



… And	after	many	runs:	100th run	of	the	RDE



Typical	test	sequence

• (Some)	instrumentation:

– High-speed	movies	of	detonation	wave

– Air/fuel	inlet	manifold	pressures

– Air	and	fuel	mean	plenum	pressures

– Air	and	fuel	plenum	dynamic	pressures

– Exhaust	pressure	measurements

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
Time	[s]

HP	Air	

RDE	Fuel

AB	Ox

AB	Fuel

Spark	Plug

Oxidizer (RDE)

Fuel (afterburner)

Fuel (RDE)

Oxidizer (afterburner)

Spark (AB pre-igniter)

– CTAP	from	inlet	to	exhaust

– Detonation	channel	dynamic	pressure	(PCB)

– Detonation	channel	dynamic and	mean	
pressure	(Kulite)

– Acoustic	signature	(external)



Typical	test	sequence	(camera)

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
Time	[s]

HP	Air	

RDE	Fuel

AB	Ox

AB	Fuel

Spark	Plug

Oxidizer	(RDE)

Fuel	(afterburner)

Fuel	(RDE)

Oxidizer	(afterburner)

Spark	(AB	pre-igniter)

(Mind the noise – perhaps turn down the volume)

30 fps camera view



High	speed	detonation	movie	– end	view	(175	g/s;	f =	1)

High speed chemiluminescence imaging
(end view at 25,000 fps, 25 µs exposure)

A

Shown in the clip

Two modes of operation:
A. Detonation (perhaps?)
B. Deflagration (with axial/azimuthal instabilities)
The mode of operation can be recognized in the 
video in the left and the acoustic signature

B

Pre-ignition 
pressure value

Air plenum pressure 
increases further and 
is unsteady in mode B

Air plenum pressure 
increases and is 
unsteady in mode A



A.	Detonating	mode:	acoustic	signature	(175	g/s;	f =	1)

Waterfall power spectrum of acoustic signature measured with a microphone:

0.8

Ignition

Transition to detonation

Detonation termination and transition 
to unsteady deflagration

Fuel off

A

B

: detonation frequency (� 4.1 kHz)
DCJ: C-J detonation speed
d: detonation channel diameter

fD =

DCJ

πd



A.	Detonating	mode:	chemiluminescence (175	g/s;	f =	1)

We monitor the time variation of emission intensity at various points 
in the detonation channel, and extract its power spectrum (shown 
below)

0.8

III
I

II



Variation:

B

B

A ⟶ B ⟶ A

A

A

I

150 g/s
f = 1

175 g/s
f = 1

200 g/s
f = 0.9

200 g/s
f = 1.2

450 g/s
f = 1

I

I

II

Acoustic signature

0.8



IV

IV

III
(a)

(b)

(c)

Tone	I,	II and	III characteristic	of	pintle geometry

300 g/s
f = 1.1

150 g/s
f = 1.1

250 g/s
f = 1.1

Acoustic signature

Pintle

AFRL

AFRL

I

0.8

II



Instrumentation

Air

Fuel

“Afterburner”

To exhaust

Air/fuel plenums

Fuel Fuel

Air Air

Detonation 
channel

Small format 
optical access

Air/fuel injectors

To exhaust

CTAP and dynamic 
transducers

Sudden 
expansion

Air plenum Kulite (OP)

Fuel plenum 
Kulite (IP)

Microphone (5 ft away, 
next to exhaust horn)

Air and fuel mean 
plenum pressure



Variation	of	mean	plenum	pressures	with	air	mass	flow	rate
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Variation	of	mean	plenum	pressures	with	air	mass	flow	rate

• Inlet	(plenum)	
pressure	increases	
with	mass	flow	rate

• Inlet	pressure	in	
deflagration	mode	
higher	than	when	in	
detonating	mode
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Conditions	at	injector	throat	(pintle)

• Evaluated	from	measured	plenum	pressure	using	1-D	isentropic	analysis	
– Mean,	ideal	values

• Cold	flow:
– Air	injector	throat	chokes	at	200	g/s

– Throat	Mach	number	0.8:	possibly	due	to	loses	(non-ideal	discharge)

• Hot	flow:
– Fuel	and	air	Mach	number	(at	throat)	remain	constant	in	detonating	mode	(but	less	than	1)

– Unknown	if	they	remain	chocked	(even	intermittently)



Instrumentation

Air
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next to exhaust horn)
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Distribution	of	instrumentation	in	detonation	channel
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Time	variation	of	CTAP	measurements

300 g/s, f = 1.0

Air ON Fuel ON Fuel OFF

Cold flow (fuel off) Hot flow Purge

Steady 
operation

Ignition 
& DDT

Ignition of 
afterburner

Exit plane

Air plenum



Air ON Fuel ON Fuel OFF

Cold flow (fuel off) Hot flow Purge

Steady 
operation

Ignition 
& DDT

Ignition of 
afterburner

Exit	plane

Air	plenum

Time	variation	of

CTAP	measurements

Steady operation
Ignition 
& DDT

300 g/s, f = 1.0



Test	cases

f = 1.2

f = 1.0

f = 0.8

Equivalence ratio

Deflagration

Detonation



Low	frequency	(3	Hz)	instability	at	low	mass	flow	rates

300g/s

200 g/s

f = 0.8 f = 1.0 f = 1.2

f = 0.8 f = 1.0 f = 1.2

Operation

Ignition	

Transition

Operation

Ignition	



CTAP	profiles:	mean	pressure	distribution

CTAP #1

CTAP #17

CTAP #13

CTAP #5

300 g/s, f = 0.8Exit plane

Air channel throat

Air plenum

Detonation 
channel

CTAP #1



Comparison	of	normalized	pressure	distribution	along	channel

• Pressure	distribution	self-similar	when	detonating
– Small	variation	with	equivalence	ratio

• Pressure	distribution	self-similar	when	deflagrating

• Pressure	across	air	inlet	throat	drops	faster	for	deflagrating	then	
detonating	mode

150 g/s 200 g/s 250 g/s175 g/s 300 g/s 400 g/s

f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2



Variation	with	mass	flow	rate	at	constant	ER

f = 0.8 f = 1.2f = 1.0

ṁair
ṁairṁair



CTAP	profiles:	mean	pressure	distribution	(dimensional)

CTAP #1

CTAP #17

CTAP #13

CTAP #5

300 g/s, f = 0.8Exit plane

Air channel throat

Air plenum

Detonation 
channel



f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Air	injector	inlet	pressure	(CTAP	#1)	

• Lower	when	in	detonating	mode

• Decreases	with	equivalence	ratio
–More	stable	detonation	wave

– A	result	of	better	mixing?

Similar to pressure at air 
injector throat

Deflagration



f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Exhaust	pressure	(CTAP	#17)	

• Nearly	constant	to	ambient	pressure
– Important	later



f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Mid-channel	pressure	(CTAP	#13)	

• Similar	variation	to	inlet	pressure

• Channel	pressure	decreases	with	lower	equivalence	ratio
–Note:	detonation	is	more	stable	at	lower	ER

– Recall:	pressure	profile	is	insensitive	to	ER	at	higher	flow	rates



Distribution	of	instrumentation	in	detonation	channel
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Time	traces	(mid-channel,	z =	0.5,	Kulite)
150 g/s, f = 1.2

Deflagration
Detonation

150 g/s, f = 0.8

300 g/s, f = 0.8



Waterfall	spectra	from	PCB

250 g/s
f = 0.8

f = 1.0

f = 1.2

150 g/s

175 g/s

200 g/s

250 g/s

300 g/s

f = 0.8



Waterfall	spectra:	Kulite vs	PCB

150 g/s

175 g/s

200 g/s

250 g/s

300 g/s

f = 0.8

150 g/s

175 g/s

200 g/s

250 g/s

300 g/s

f = 0.8

Kulite PCB



Conclusion	from	waterfall	spectra

• Multiple,	superimposed	tones
–Wave	propagation: f � 0.8 fD
– Tone	I: f � fD – Present	in	detonation	mode	as	flow	rate	increases,	but	also	in	
deflagration	mode

– Tone	II: f � 0.5 fD – Present	in	deflagrating	mode

– Tone	III: f � 0.25 fD – Weak	feature	present	in	detonation	mode

– ?:	Some	not	identified

• Hypothesis:
– Due	to	coupling	with	and	response	of	plenums

Wave

III
III

?
? ?

?
?
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Waterfall	spectra	in	inner	plenum	(fuel)

150 g/s

175 g/s

200 g/s

250 g/s

300 g/s

f = 0.8 f = 1.2
Deflagration

Deflagration



Waterfall	spectra	in	outer	plenum	(air)

150 g/s

175 g/s

200 g/s

250 g/s

300 g/s

f = 0.8 f = 1.2
Deflagration

Deflagration



An	interesting	case

• Conclusion	so	far:
–Multiple,	superimposed	tones	– more	analysis	of	pressure	time	series	is	needed

–Not	all	tones	are	observed	in	plenums	(I,	II	and	III	do	not	appear	in	air	plenum)
• Independent	acoustic	tone	at	 f � 1.6 fD (not	harmonic	of	fD)

– Unclear	how	they	are	related	to	acoustic	of	detonation	channel	and	plenums

200 g/s, f = 1

Ignition

Transition to deflagration
Transition to Detonation

End of run

Deflagration outside of RDE

Deflagration inside of RDE

Detonation inside of RDE



Toward	imaging

View from side, through side-window, with camera



Race-Track	RDE	(RT-RDE)	for	optical	access	(12”	diameter	equivalent)

• Designed	with	optical	access	in	mind
–Allows	for	optical	access	of	injection	system	and	detonation	chamber

• Fuel	injection	system
– Follows	modular	design	approach	of	round	RDE

– Red/blue	pair,	with	similar	modularity

– Injectors	under	design	and	study

Laser sheet

Imaging 
region

Centerbody

Afterburner

Outerbody



Race	Track	RDE

Gap

3”

15”

Illumination plane



RT-RDE	Being	Completed



SOME	THOUGHTS



O	GAIN,	WHERE	ART	THOU?

The	hunt	for	Gain



Can we measure the gain produced by this device?
Well, not quite…



Intended	use

CTAP	#1

CTAP	#17

CTAP	#13

CTAP	#5

CTAP	#10	failed

300 g/s, f = 0.8Exit	plane

Air	channel	throat

Air	plenum

Detonation	
channel

From compressor

To turbine



Instead	we	have

CTAP	#1

CTAP	#17

CTAP	#13

CTAP	#5

CTAP	#10	failed

300 g/s, f = 0.8Exit	plane

Air	channel	throat

Air	plenum

Detonation	
channel

From compressor

To ambient
(constant pa = 1 atm)

What gained is “lost“ 
to expand to pa



f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Variation	of	downstream	pressure	(CTAP17)

f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Exhaust pressure nearly constant:
Any pressure rise generated at the 
detonation is “lost” to flow expansion



Consider	how	the	air	plenum	pressure	change	with	

operating	condition	(ER	and	flow	rate)

Measurement 1 – some time ago
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Consider	how	the	air	plenum	pressure	change	with	

operating	condition	(ER	and	flow	rate)

Deflagration
Deflagration

Measurement 2 – after some time with a different sensor in a different location (CTAP)



Consider	how	the	air	plenum	pressure	change	with	

operating	condition	(ER	and	flow	rate)

Measurement 3 – after some more time with a different CTAP sensor at the same 
location

f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2

Deflagration
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Gain	and	the	lack	of	loss • Inlet	pressure	is	lower in	detonation	
than	when	in	deflagration	mode	at	the	
same	ER	and	mass	flow
– Difference	is	D
– Significant	amount

– Increases	at	lower	ER	(more	stable	

detonation)

• To	move	the	same	mass,	at	nominally	
the	same	enthalpy,	we	require	less	
inlet	pressure

• Possibilities:
– Are	losses	along	channel	less	in	
detonation	mode?

– If	losses	are	the	same,	is	there	pressure	
gain	that	offset	them,	thus	requiring	
lower	inlet	pressure

• With	the	same	turbine,	operated	at	
the	same	turbine	inlet	conditions,	a	
smaller	OPR	compressor	could	be	
used
– Can	this	lead	to	increase	in	efficiency?	

f = 0.8
f = 1.0
f = 1.2



Outline

• Introduction	to	the	problem	and	general	approach

• Experimental	activities

• Computational	activities



CFD Tools for RDE Applications

Venkat Raman, Mirko Gamba

University of Michigan
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Figure 2. Spectrum of HIT DNS for inflow velocity boundary condition generation.

numerical algorithm is energy conserving, lack of resolution should technically lead to energy pile-up at the
small scales, which was not observed here. The size of the box is h, which is identical to the y-z plane
size in the main flame simulation. The Kolmogorov lengthscale is roughly half of the grid size, indicating
that the grid resolution is four times coarser than the reacting DNS. A linear forcing is imposed4,5 until the
turbulence is in a statistically stationary state. The kinetic energy spectrum corresponding to this HIT is
given in Fig. 2. It is seen that in spite of the coarse mesh size, a small region of inertial range scaling is
found, followed by the steeper decay of energy associated with the dissipation scales. The inflow turbulent
field is stored in a file and read by the main DNS such that turbulent lengthscales are kept the same. It
includes an assumption that the bulk streamwise velocity does not alter the turbulent information. With
this approach, a DNS with a controlled flame location is equivalence to a stationary turbulence through
which a flame front evolves6 in space. For all the computations, the flame front is initialed as a thin sheet,
with a regularized jump condition applied over five grid points in the streamwise direction. This is close to
the real flame thickness under stoichiometric conditions. Initially, density and velocity conditions across the
flame front are carefully selected to ensure mass and momentum conservations.

Two di↵erent cases with stratification was studied, named large scale stratification (LSS) and small scale
stratification (SSS). For both these cases, the inflow turbulent field fed to the main flame simulation is
identical, but the di↵erence lies in the introduction of the scalar field. The objective of these studies is to
introduce equivalence ratio fluctuations such that the flame front experiences time-evolving fuel-to-air ratios.
In the case of the LSS, the fuel-air ratio is introduced as a uniform value in the inlet plane but changes in
time from an initial value of 2 to 0 over 1ms, which is roughly equivalent to 3/4 of a flow-through time.
In the SSS case, a spectrum of length scales is used to generate a three-dimensional scalar field of mixture

Figure 3. A decaying passive scalar field transported using a turbulent flow field in the streamwise direction.
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Chemistry Validation

Linear Injection

Stratification Effects

[Maryland]

[Penn State]

Year 1: Basic Research

Gamba’s  
SW/Det. Analogy

[UM]
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Fuel injector 
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channel

AirAir

Fuel

Year 2 - Full scale Simulations

[UM]
[Purdue]

DRONE
Race Track

Full Scale

[AFRL/UM]

Increasing  
Complexity



Full-scale Solver with Detailed Chemistry

• OpenFOAM code base 

➡ Fully rewritten to provide low dissipation shock-capturing 

- Low dispersion/dissipation finite volume approach 

➡ Detailed chemistry by integration with Cantera 

- Any chemistry mechanism can be simulated 

• CPU/GPU capability 

➡ Direct chemistry integration 

➡ Scaling tested up to 10K cores 

- No bottleneck for 50K cores 

• Time to solution 

➡ Time from obtaining CAD file to full simulation data 

➡ Reduced from 8.5 months (UM geometry) to 2 days (NETL)



Adaptive Mesh Refinement

• Resolving structures of detonation  

➡ Requires Δx ≃ !(10-6) - !((10-7)m (Powers et 
al.)  

➡ For full-scale simulations, uniform grid is 
computationally restrictive 

• AMR advantages 

➡ Gives sufficient resolution to resolve 
detonation structure 

➡ Reduce numerical dissipation  

➡ Reduce computational cost 
Powers, J.M. and Paolucci, S. "Accurate Spatial Resolution Estimates 
for Reactive Supersonic Flow with Detailed Chemistry”, AIAA 
JOURNAL, Vol. 43 No. 5, May 2005



1D Detonation Tests

• Pressure jump followed by delayed ignition captured 

➡ Dynamic meshing ensures that shock is not smeared



1D Detonation Tests

• AMR provides significant cost advantage 

➡ Choice of refinement criterion is important 

➡ Dynamic load balancing needed (currently being implemented)
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%
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2D Detonation Tests



2D ethylene case

• Cellular structure validation 

➡ longitudinal tracks from the intersection points 

➡ 2 cell structure across the channel width

Hayashi et al.

U of M

C2H4/ O2, 0.1 atm, 300K
⊿ = 3 "m, h = 2 mm



30o slice

Full Scale Configuration (AFRL)

10 mil mesh with 
refinement

Fuel Inlet
Air Inlet

Outlet (concatenated)
Original 

geometry 
120 injectors

Simulated 
geometry 

10 injectors

Case
Air mass 
flow rate 

[kg/s]

Fuel 
mass 

flow rate 
[kg/s]

Equivale
nce ratio

Air 
plenum 

pressure 
[kPa]

Fuel 
plenum 

pressure 
[kPa]

3.2.2.1* 0.63 0.018 1.01 431 503

*Rankin, Brent A., et al. "Chemiluminescence imaging of an optically accessible non-
premixed rotating detonation engine." Combustion and Flame 176 (2017): 12-22.



AFRL RDE Detonation Structure

• Complex wave structure 

➡ Strong backpropagation into inflow plenums



AFRL injection response

• Flashback occurs when a detonation pass through 

➡ Mach barrier at the choke point is broken 

• Recovers quickly 

➡ Pushed back due to the plenum pressure



AFRL/UM Geometry



Summary and Future Work

• Basic research components completed 

• Full scale simulation tool developed, tested 

➡ Full scale calculations with AFRL/Purdue/UM rigs now being 
conducted 

• Next step 

➡ Develop response surfaces between operating conditions and 
RDE performance [For optimization] 

➡ Develop sensitivity capabilities within OpenFOAM



Questions?


